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Due to the tremendous increase of electronic information with respect to the size of data sets as well as
their dimension, dimension reduction and visualization of high-dimensional data has become one of the
key problems of data mining. Since embedding in lower dimensions necessarily includes a loss of
information, methods to explicitly control the information kept by a speciﬁc dimension reduction
technique are highly desirable. The incorporation of supervised class information constitutes an
important speciﬁc case. The aim is to preserve and potentially enhance the discrimination of classes in
lower dimensions. In this contribution we use an extension of prototype-based local distance learning,
which results in a nonlinear discriminative dissimilarity measure for a given labeled data manifold. The
learned local distance measure can be used as basis for other unsupervised dimension reduction
techniques, which take into account neighborhood information. We show the combination of different
dimension reduction techniques with a discriminative similarity measure learned by an extension of
learning vector quantization (LVQ) and their behavior with different parameter settings. The methods
are introduced and discussed in terms of artiﬁcial and real world data sets.
& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The amount of electronic data doubles roughly every 20
months [1], and its sheer size makes it impossible for humans to
manually scan through the available information. At the same
time, rapid technological developments cause an increase of data
dimension, e.g. due to the increased sensitivity of sensor
technology (such as mass spectrometry) or the improved resolu-
tion of imaging techniques. This causes the need for reliable
dimension reduction and data visualization techniques to allow
humans to rapidly inspect large portions of data using their
impressive and highly sensitive visual perception capabilities.
Dimension reduction and visualization constitutes an active
ﬁeld of research, see, e.g. [2–4] for recent overviews. The
embedding of high-dimensional data into lower dimension is
necessarily linked to loss of information. In the last decades an
enormous number of unsupervised dimension reduction methods
has been proposed. In general, unsupervised dimension reduction
is an ill-posed problem since a clear speciﬁcation which proper-
ties of the data should be preserved, is missing. Standard criteria,ll rights reserved.for instance the distance measure employed for neighborhood
assignment, may turn out unsuitable for a given data set, and
relevant information often depends on the situation at hand.
If data labeling is available, the aim of dimension reduction can
be deﬁned clearly: the preservation of the classiﬁcation accuracy
in a reduced feature space. Supervised linear dimension reducers
are for example the generalized matrix learning vector quantiza-
tion (GMLVQ) [5], linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [6], targeted
projection pursuit [7], and discriminative component analysis [8].
Often, however, the classes cannot be separated by a linear
classiﬁer while a nonlinear data projection better preserves the
relevant information. Examples for nonlinear discriminative
visualization techniques include, extensions of the self-organizing
map (SOM) incorporating class labels [9] or more general
auxiliary information [10]. In both cases, the metric of SOM is
adjusted such that it emphasizes the given auxiliary information
and, consequently, SOM displays the aspects relevant for
the given labeling. Further supervised dimension reduction
techniques are model-based visualization [11] and parametric
embedding [12]. In addition, linear schemes such as LDA can be
kernelized yielding a nonlinear supervised dimension reduction
scheme [13]. These models have the drawback that they are often
very costly (squared or cubic with respect to the number of
data points). Recent approaches provide scalable alternatives,
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However, in most methods, the kernel has to be chosen prior to
training and no metric adaptation according to the given label
information takes place.
The aim of this paper is to identify and investigate principled
possibilities to combine an adaptive metric and recent visualiza-
tion techniques towards a discriminative approach. We will
exploit the discriminative scheme exemplary for different types
of visualization, necessarily restricting the number of possible
combinations to exemplary cases. A number of alternative
combinations of metric learning and data visualization as well
as principled alternatives to arrive at discriminative visualization
techniques (such as, e.g. colored maximum variance unfolding
[17]) will not be tackled in this paper.
In this contribution we combine prototype-based matrix
learning schemes, which result in local discriminative dissim-
ilarity measures and local linear projections of the data, with
different neighborhood based nonlinear dimension reduction
techniques and a charting technique. The complexity of the
matrix learning technique is only linear in the number of points S,
their dimension N and can be controlled by the number of the
prototypes m and sweep through the training set t, leading to an
overall algorithm complexity of only OðS  N m  tÞ. In the second
step unsupervised techniques like manifold charting [18], Isomap
[19], locally linear embedding (LLE) [20], the exploration
observation machine (XOM) [21] and stochastic neighbor embed-
ding (SNE) [22] are performed incorporating the supervised
information from the LVQ approach. This leads to supervised
nonlinear dimension reduction and visualization techniques.
Note, for one presented training sample, the matrix learning
scheme only needs to compute the distances to all prototypes.
And the number of prototypes is usually much smaller than the
number of data points. However, the combination with another
dimension reduction technique may make the computation of the
distances of all data points necessary, e.g. with Isomap or SNE.
This is at least a quadratic problem but can be moderated by
approximations [23–25].
The following section gives a short overview over the
techniques. We focus on the question in how far local linear
discriminative data transformations as provided by GMLVQ offer
principled possibilities to extend standard unsupervised visuali-
zation tools to discriminative visualization. Section 3 discusses
the different approaches for one artiﬁcial and three real world
data sets and compares the results to popular supervised as well
as unsupervised dimension reduction techniques. Finally we
conclude in Section 4.2. Supervised nonlinear dimension reduction
For general data sets a global linear reduction to lower
dimensions may not be sufﬁcient to preserve the information
relevant for classiﬁcation. In [3] it is argued that the combination
of several local linear projections to a nonlinear mapping can
yield promising results. We use this concept and learn discrimi-
native local linear low-dimensional projections from labeled data
using an efﬁcient prototype based learning scheme, generalized
matrix learning vector quantization (GMLVQ). Locally linear
projections which result from this ﬁrst step provide, on the one
hand, local transformations of the data points which preserve
the information relevant for the classiﬁcation as much as possible.
Instead of the local coordinates, local distances induced by
these local representation of data can be considered. As a conse-
quence, visualization techniques which rely on local coordinate
systems or local distances, respectively, can be combined with
this ﬁrst step to arrive at a discriminative global nonlinearprojection method. This way, an incorporation into techniques
such as manifold charting [18], Isomap [19], locally linear embed-
ding (LLE) [20], stochastic neighbor embedding (SNE) [22],
maximum variance unfolding (MVU) [26] and the exploration
observation machine (XOM) [21] becomes possible.
The following subsections give a short overview over the initial
prototype based matrix learning scheme and the different
visualization algorithms.2.1. Localized LiRaM LVQ
Learning vector quantization (LVQ) [27] constitutes a particu-
larly intuitive classiﬁcation algorithm which represents data by
means of prototypes. LVQ itself constitutes a heuristic algorithm,
hence extensions have been proposed for which convergence and
learnability can be guaranteed [28,29]. One particularly crucial
aspect of LVQ schemes is the dependency on the underlying
metric, usually the Euclidean metric, which may not suit the
underlying data structure. Therefore, general metric adaptation
has been introduced into LVQ schemes [29,30]. Recent extensions
parameterize the distance measure in terms of a relevance matrix,
the rank of which may be controlled explicitly. The algorithm
suggested in [5] can be employed for linear dimension reduction
and visualization of labeled data. The local linear version
presented here provides the ability to learn local low-dimensional
projections and combine them into a nonlinear global embedding
using charting techniques or projection methods based on local
data topologies or local distances. Several schemes for adaptive
distance learning exist, for example large margin nearest neighbor
(LMNN) [31] to name just one. We compared the LMNN technique
with the LVQ based approach on the basis of a content based
image retrieval application in an earlier publication (see [32]).
Furthermore it should be mentioned that LMNN learns a global
distance measure. More powerful, local distance learning would
presumably involve higher computational complexity and should
be feasible for small dimensionality N only.
We consider training data xiAR
N , i¼ 1 . . . S with labels yi
corresponding to one of C classes, respectively. The aim of LVQ is to
ﬁnd m prototypes wjAR
N with class labels cðwjÞAf1; . . . ;Cg such
that they represent the classiﬁcation as accurately as possible.
A data point xi is assigned to the class of its closest prototype wj
where dðxi;wjÞrdðxi;wlÞ for all ja l. d usually denotes the squared
Euclidean distance dðxi;wjÞ ¼ ðxiwjÞ>ðxiwjÞ. Generalized LVQ






dðwJ ; xiÞdðwK ; xiÞ
dðwJ ; xiÞþdðwK ; xiÞ
 
; ð1Þ
where wJ denotes the closest prototype with the same class label
as xi, and wK is the closest prototype with a different class label. F
is a monotonic function, e.g. the logistic function or the identity. In
this work we use the identity. This cost function aims at an
adaptation of the prototypes such that a large hypothesis margin is
obtained, this way achieving correct classiﬁcation and, at the same
time, robustness of the classiﬁcation, see [34]. A learning algorithm
can be derived from the cost function EGLVQ by means of a
stochastic gradient descent as shown in [29,28].
Matrix learning in GLVQ (GMLVQ) [30,34] substitutes the usual
squared Euclidean distance d by a more advanced dissimilarity
measure which contains adaptive parameters, thus resulting in a
more complex and better adaptable classiﬁer. In [5], it was
proposed to choose the dissimilarity as
dLj ðwj; xiÞ ¼ ðxiwjÞ>LjðxiwjÞ; ð2Þ
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LjAR
NN locally attached to each prototype wj. The dissimilarity
measure Eq. (2) possesses the shape of a Mahalanobis distance.
Note, however, that the precise matrix is determined in a
discriminative way according to the given labeling, such that
severe differences from the standard Mahalanobis distance based
on correlations can be observed. By setting Lj ¼O>j Oj semi-
deﬁniteness and symmetry is guaranteed. Optimization takes
place by a stochastic gradient descent of the cost function EGLVQ in
Eq. (1), with the distance measure d substituted by dLj (see
Eq. (2)). After each training epoch (sweep through the training
set) the matrices are normalized to
P
i½Ljii ¼ 1 in order to prevent
degeneration to 0. An additional regularization term in the cost
function proportional to lnðdetðOjO>j ÞÞ can be used to enforce
full rank M of the relevance matrices and prevent over-
simpliﬁcation effects, see [35].
The cost function of GMLVQ is non-convex and, in conse-
quence, different local optima can occur which lead to different
subsequent data visualizations. The non-convexity of the cost
function is mainly due to the discrete data assignments to
prototypes which is not unique in particular for realistic data
sets with overlapping classes. In the experiments, different
assignments and, in consequence, different visualizations could
be observed, where these visualizations focus on different
relevant facets of the given data sets.
The choice OjAR
MN withMrN transforms the data locally to
an M-dimensional feature space. It can be shown that the
adaptive distance dLj ðwj; xiÞ in Eq. (2) equals the squared
Euclidean distance in the transformed space under the transfor-
mation x/Ojx, because dLj ðwj; xiÞ ¼ ½OjxiOjwj2. The target
dimension M must be chosen in advance by intrinsic dimension
estimation or according to available prior knowledge. For
visualization purposes, usually a value of two or three is
appropriate. At the end of the learning process the algorithm
provides a set of prototypeswj, their labels cðwjÞ, and correspond-
ing projections Oj and distances dLj . For every prototype, a low
dimensional embedding ni of each data point xi is then given by
PjðxiÞ ¼Ojxi ¼ ni: ð3Þ
This projection is a meaningful discriminative projection in the
neighborhood of a prototype for a data point xi, usually the
projection Oj of its closest prototype wj is considered. This way, a
global mapping is given as
xi/PjðxiÞ ¼Ojxi with dLj ðwj; xiÞ ¼min
k
dLk ðwk; xiÞ: ð4Þ
We will refer to this prototype and matrix learning algorithm as
limited rank matrix LVQ (LiRaM LVQ), and we will address the
local linear mappings induced by LiRaM LVQ as LiRaM LVQ
mappings. Note that the effort to obtain these projections
depends linearly on the number of data, the number of
prototypes, the number of training epochs, and the dimensional-
ities N and M of the matrices.
Note that Oj is not uniquely given by the cost function Eq. (1)
and it varies for different initializations, because the dissimilarity
is invariant under operations such as rotation of the matrices. If a
unique representation O^j of Oj is needed for comparison, the
unique square root of Lj is chosen [36].
LiRaM LVQ directly provides a global linear discriminative
embedding of data if only one global adaptive matrix O¼Oj is
used, as demonstrated in [5]. Alternatively, one can consider the
local data projections provided by the LiRaM LVQ mappings on
the receptive ﬁelds of the prototypes as deﬁned in Eq. (4).
However, the cost function together with the distance deﬁnition
does not ensure that these local projections align correctly and
that they do not overlap when shown in one coordinate system.Rather, the projections provide widely unconnected mappings to
low dimensions which offer only a locally valid visualization.
Nevertheless the mapping deﬁned by Eq. (4) can give a ﬁrst
intuition about the problematic samples and distinguish ‘‘easy’’
classes from more difﬁcult ones. Therefore, we will use this
projection as a comparison in the experiments.
In order to achieve interpretable global nonlinear mappings of
the data points we have to align the local information provided by
the local projections. This can be done in different ways, using an
explicit charting technique of the maps or using visualization
techniques based on the local distances provided by this method.
In the following, we introduce a few principled possibilities to
combine the information of LiRaM LVQ and unsupervised
visualization techniques to achieve a global nonlinear discrimi-
native visualization.
2.2. Information provided by LiRaM LVQ for discriminative
visualization
LiRaM LVQ determines prototypes and matrices based on a
discriminative classiﬁcation task. These parameters induce im-
portant discriminative information which can be plugged into
different visualization schemes.
2.2.1. Local coordinates
As already stated, LiRaM LVQ gives rise to local linear
projection maps Pj as deﬁned in Eq. (3) which assign local
projection coordinates to every data point xi. These projections
can be accompanied by values which indicate the responsibility rji
of mapping j for data point i. Crisp responsibilities are obtained by
means of the receptive ﬁelds, setting rji to 1 iffwj is the winner for
xi. Alternatively, soft assignments can be obtained by centering
Gaussian curves of appropriate bandwidth at the prototypes.
These two ingredients constitute a sufﬁcient input for data
visualization methods which rely on local linear projections of the
data only, such as manifold charting, locally linear coordination
(LLC) [3] and local tangent space alignment (LTSA) [37]. Basically,
those methods arrive at a global embedding of data based on local
coordinates by gluing the points together such that the overall
mapping is consistent with the original data points as much as
possible. The methods differ in the precise cost function which is
optimized: Manifold charting relying on the sum squared error of
points at overlapping pieces of the local charts, while LLC focuses
on the local topology and tries to minimize the reconstruction
error of points from their neighborhood. Both approaches provide
explicit maps of the data manifold to low dimensions, such that
out-of-sample extensions are immediate. As an example for this
principle, we will investigate the combination of local linear maps
and manifold charting.
2.2.2. Global distances
The LiRaM LVQ learning procedure provides discriminative
local distances induced by the matrices Lj in the receptive ﬁeld of
prototype wj. We use this observation to deﬁne a discriminative
dissimilarity measure for the given data points. We deﬁne the
dissimilarity of a point xi to a point x:
dðxi; xÞ ¼ ðxixÞ>LjðxixÞ where dLj ðxi;wjÞ ¼mindLk ðxi;wkÞ ð5Þ
using the distance measure Lj induced by the closest prototype
wj of xi. Note that this deﬁnition leads to asymmetric dissim-
ilarities, where dðxi; xjÞadðxj; xiÞ can hold. It is block wise
symmetric for data samples with the same winner prototype in
the classiﬁcation task. Further, due to the nature of the LiRaM LVQ
cost function, the dissimilarity measure constitutes a valid choice
only within or near receptive ﬁelds. The dissimilarity of far away
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ﬁelds can be seen only as a rough estimation of a valid
dissimilarity.
The global dissimilarities deﬁned by Eq. (5) can be used
directly within visualization schemes which are based on distance
preservation. If necessary, the dissimilarity matrix can be
symmetrized prior to the mapping. Distance based visualization
methods include classical multidimensional scaling (MDS),
Sammon’s map, stochastic neighbor embedding (SNE), t-distributed
SNE (t-SNE), and the exploration observation machine (XOM), to
name just a few [3,22,38,21]. It can be expected that the
combination of the global discriminative dissimilarities as given
by Eq. (5) yields to an appropriate visualization of the data only if
the visualization method mainly focuses on the close points, since
the dissimilarity of far away points can only be seen as a guess in
this case. Thus, classical MDS is likely to fail, while SNE or XOM
seem more promising due to their focus on local distances.
Further, these methods usually provide an embedding of the
points only without giving an explicit map, such that
out-of-sample extensions are not immediate. As an example, we
will investigate the combination of the global dissimilarity matrix
with SNE and XOM, respectively, in the following.
In contrast to the charting approach, the ranks M of the
distance matrices Lj can be chosen larger than the embedding
dimension in these cases, using, e.g. full ranks or the intrinsic
dimension of the data manifold.2.2.3. Local distances or neighborhood
The problem that the dissimilarity measure as deﬁned in
Eq. (5) should preferably only be used to compare data within a
receptive ﬁeld or in neighbored receptive ﬁelds is avoided by
visualization techniques which explicitly rely on local distances
only. Instances of such visualization techniques are given by
Isomap, Laplacian eigenmaps, locally linear embedding (LLE) [3]
and maximum variance unfolding (MVU) [26]. These methods
use the local neighborhood of a data point, i.e. its k nearest
neighbors (k-NN neighborhood) or the points in an eball
(eneighborhood), and try to preserve properties of these
neighborhoods. Obviously, local neighborhoods can readily be
computed based on the dissimilarities given by Eq. (5), thus a
discriminative extensions of these methods is offered this way.
Isomap extends local distances within the local neighborhoods
to a global measure by means of the graph distance, using simple
MDS after this step. Laplacian eigenmaps use the neighborhood
graph and try to map data points such that close points remain
close in the projection. LLE also relies on the local neighborhood,
but it tries to preserve the local angles of points rather than the
distances. Obviously, these methods can be transferred to
discriminative visualization techniques by using the local neigh-
borhood as given be the local discriminative distances and, if
required, the local discriminative distances themselves. As an
example, we will investigate the combination of Isomap and LLE
with this discriminative technique. Again, these techniques
provide a map of the given data points only, rather than an
explicit embedding function.
Now we introduce four exemplary discriminative projection
methods, covering the different possibilities to combine the
information given by LiRaM LVQ and visualization techniques.
We will compare these methods to a naive embedding directly
given by the local linear maps as a baseline, linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) [6] (if applicable) as a classical linear discrimina-
tive visualization tool, and t-SNE as one of the currently most
powerful unsupervised visualization techniques. Further, we will
emphasize the effect of discriminative information by presenting
the result of the corresponding unsupervised projection method.2.3. Combination of local linear patches by charting
The charting technique introduced in [18] provides a frame for
unsupervised dimension reduction by decomposing the sample
data into locally linear patches and combining them into a single
low-dimensional coordinate system. This procedure can be turned
into a discriminative visualization scheme by using the M low-
dimensional local linear projections PjðxiÞARM for every data
point xi and every local projection Oj provided by localized LiRaM
LVQ in the ﬁrst step. The second step of the charting method can
then directly be used to combine these maps. In charting, the local
projections PjðxiÞ are weighted by their responsibilities rji which
quantify the overlap of neighbored charts. Here we choose
responsibilities induced by Gaussians centered at the prototypes,
since a certain degree of overlap is needed for a meaningful
charting step:
rjipexpððxiwjÞ>LjðxiwjÞ=sjÞ; ð6Þ
where sj40 constitutes an appropriate bandwidth. Further, we
have to normalize these responsibilities
P
jrji ¼ 1 in order to apply
charting. Since the combination step needs a reasonable overlap
of neighbored patches, the bandwidth sj must be chosen to
ensure this property. We set sj to a fraction a (0oao1) of the
mean distance to the k nearest prototypes in the original feature
space








where N kðwjÞ denotes the k closest prototypes to wj.
Manifold charting minimizes a convex cost function that
measures the amount of disagreement between the linear models
on the global coordinates of the data points. The charting
technique ﬁnds afﬁne mappings Aj from the data representations









This function is based on the idea that whenever two linear
models possess a high responsibility for a data point, the models
should agree on the ﬁnal coordinates of that point. The cost
function can be rewritten as a generalized eigenvalue problem
and an analytical solution can be found in closed form. The
projection is given by the mapping xi/ni ¼
P
jrjiAjðPjðxiÞÞ. We
refer to [18] for further details. Interestingly, an explicit map of
the data manifold to low dimensions is obtained this way. Further,
the charting step is linear in the number of data points S. we refer
to the extension of charting by local discriminative projections as
chartingþ in the following.
2.4. Discriminative locally linear embedding
Locally linear embedding (LLE) [20] uses the criterion of
topology preservation for dimension reduction. The idea is to
reconstruct each point xi by a linear combination of its nearest
neighbors with coefﬁcients Wi and to project data points such
that this local representation of the data is preserved as much as
possible.
The ﬁrst step of the LLE algorithm is the determination of
neighbors N i for each data point xi. Typical choices are either the
k closest points or all points lying inside an eball with center xi.
Following the ideas of supervised LLE [39] and probability-based
LLE [40] we take the label information into account by using
the distance measure deﬁned in Eq. (5) to determine the k
nearest neighbors of each point. The neighborhood of xi is referred








2 dimensions of the original data
Fig. 1. The two informational dimensions of the original Three Tip Star data set.
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by constrained linear ﬁts such that
P
jwij ¼ 1. The entries wij of
the matrix W weight the neighbors for the reconstruction of xi.
Due to the constraints, this scheme is invariant to rotations,
rescalings and translations of the data points. The third step of LLE
bases on the idea, that these geometric properties should also
be valid for a low-dimensional representation of the data. Thus,












A2 ¼ trðn>ðIWÞ>ðIWÞnÞ; ð10Þ
with I being the identity matrix. The smallest D non-zero
eigenvalues of ðIWÞ>ðIWÞ yield the ﬁnal embedding n. Further
details can be found in [20]. Advantages of this method are
the elegant theoretical foundation which allows an analytical
solution. LLE requires the solution of an S-by-S eigenproblem with
S being the number of data points, i.e. the effort is squared in S. As
reported in [41], the parameters must be tuned carefully. The
method provides a mapping of the given points only rather than
an explicit embedding function. We refer to this discriminative
extension of LLE by LLEþ in the following.
2.5. Discriminative Isomap
Isomap [19] is an extension of metric Multi-Dimensional
Scaling (MDS) which uses distance preservation as criterion for
the dimension reduction. It performs a low dimensional embed-
ding based on the pairwise distance between data points.
Whereas metric MDS is based on the Euclidean metric for all
pairwise distances, Isomap incorporates the so called graph
distances as an approximation of the geodesic distances. For this
purpose, a weighted neighborhood graph is constructed by
connecting points i and j if their distance is smaller than e
(eIsomap), or if j is one of the k nearest neighbors of i (k-Isomap).
Global distances between points are computed using shortest
paths in this neighborhood graph. The local neighborhood graph
can serve as an interface to incorporate discriminative informa-
tion provided by LiRaM LVQ. We use the distances deﬁned by Eq.
(5) to determine the k nearest neighbors and to weight the edges
in the neighborhood graph. Afterwards, we simply apply the same
projection technique as original Isomap.
The Isomap algorithm shares the same model type and
optimization procedure as principal component analysis (PCA)
and metric MDS, thus a global optimum can be determined
analytically. While PCA and MDS are designed for linear
submanifolds, Isomap can handle developable manifolds due to
its use of geodesic distances. However, it may yield disappointing
results if applied to not developable manifolds. Furthermore, the
quality of the approximation of the geodesic distances by the
graph distances may be sensitive to the choice of the parameters.
A similar problem exists for virtually all local manifold estimation
techniques which rely on critical parameters to deﬁne the local
neighborhood such as the number of neighbors or the neighbor-
hood size. For details we refer to [19]. Note that this method is of
cubic complexity with respect to the number of data because of
the necessity to compute all shortest paths within the neighbor-
hood graph with S vertices. As before, no explicit map is obtainedfor the embedding when using Isomap. We refer to this
discriminative extension of Isomap as Isomapþ in the following.
2.5.1. Discriminative stochastic neighbor embedding
Stochastic neighbor embedding (SNE) constitutes an unsuper-
vised projection which follows a probability based approach. A
Gaussian function is centered at every data point xi which induces
a conditional probability of a point xj given xi
pjji ¼
expðdðxi; xjÞ=2s2i ÞP
ka iexpðdðxi; xkÞ=2s2i Þ
; ð11Þ
where si is the variance and d denotes the dissimilarity measure,
which is chosen as squared Euclidean distance in the original
approach. Projection takes place in such a way that these
conditional probabilities are preserved as much as possible for
the projected points in the low-dimensional space. More
precisely, for counterparts ni and nj of the data points xi and xj









. The goal of SNE is to ﬁnd a low-
dimensional data representation that minimizes the mismatch
between pjji and qjji. This is done by the minimization of the sum










The minimization of this objective function is difﬁcult and may
stuck in local minima. Details can be found in [22].
An important parameter of SNE is the so-called perplexity
which is used to determine the bandwidths of the Gaussians in
the data space based on the effective number of local neighbors.
The performance of SNE is fairly robust to changes in the
perplexity and typical values are between 5 for small data sets
and 50 for large datasets with more than 10000 instances.
It is easily possible to incorporate discriminative information
into SNE by choosing the distances dðxi; xjÞ in Eq. (11) as
discriminative distances as provided by Eq. (5). Then, the
subsequent steps can be done in the same way as in standard
SNE. This way, a discriminative embedding of data which displays
quadratic effort in S can be obtained.
2.6. Discriminative exploration observation machine (XOM)
The exploratory observation machine (XOM) has recently been
introduced as a novel computational framework for structure-
preserving dimension reduction [42,43]. It has been shown that
XOM can simultaneously contribute to several different domains
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PCA t−SNE (Perplexity 35)
Fig. 2. Example embeddings of the Three Tip Star data set for PCA and tSNE.
K. Bunte et al. / Neurocomputing 73 (2010) 1074–1092 1079of advanced machine learning, scientiﬁc data analysis, and
visualization, such as nonlinear dimension reduction, data
clustering, pattern matching, constrained incremental learning,
and the analysis of non-metric dissimilarity data [44,45].
The XOM algorithm can be resolved into three simple,
geometrically intuitive steps.Step 1: Deﬁne the topology of the input data in the high-
dimensional data space by computing distances dðxi; xjÞ
between the data vectors xi; iAf1; . . . ; Sg.Step 2: Deﬁne a ‘‘hypothesis’’ on the structure of the data in the
embedding space w, represented by ‘‘sampling’’ vectors
wkAw; kAf1; . . . ;mg;mAN, and randomly initialize an
‘‘image’’ vector niAw; iAf1; . . . ; Sg for each input vector xi.
There is no principal limitation whatsoever of how such a
sampling distribution could be chosen. Typical choices
are a uniform distribution (e.g. in a 2D square) for
structure-preserving visualization and the choice w¼R2.Step 3: Reconstruct the topology induced by the input data by
moving the image vectors in the embedding space w using
the computational scheme of a topology-preserving
mapping. The ﬁnal positions of the image vectors ni
represent the output of the algorithm.1 http://infohost.nmt.edu/borchers/csdp.html
2 http://www.weinbergerweb.net/Downloads/MVU.htmlThe image vectors ni are incrementally updated by a sequential
learning procedure. For this purpose, the neighborhood couplings
between the input data items are represented by a so-called
cooperativity (or neighborhood) function, which is typical chosen
as a Gaussian.
The overall complexity of the algorithm is quadratic in the
number of data points. We refer to [44] for further details.
Obviously, discriminative information can be included into XOM
by substituting the distances computed in Step 1 by the
discriminative distances as provided by LiRaM LVQ in Eq. (5).
2.7. Discriminative maximum variance unfolding (MVU)
Maximum variance unfolding (MVU) [26,46] is a dimension
reduction technique which aims at preservation if local distances.
So distances between nearby high dimensional inputs fxigSi ¼ 1
should match the distances between nearby low-dimensional
outputs fnigSi ¼ 1. Assume the inputs xi are connected to their k
nearest neighbors by rigid rods. The algorithm attempts to pull
the inputs apart, maximizing the sum of their pairwise distances
without breaking (or stretching) the rigid rods that connect the











This optimization is not convex, so the optimization is reformu-
lated as a semi-deﬁnite program (SDP) by deﬁning the inner
product matrix Kij ¼ ni  nj. The SDP over K can be written as
Maximize trace ðKÞ subject to





ð3Þ Kk0 ðpositive semi definitenessÞ:
This SDP is convex and can be solved with polynomial-time
guarantees. To include supervision in this dimension reduction
technique the distance deﬁned by Eq. (5) can be used to
determine the k nearest neighbors. Afterwards we simply apply
the same optimization as original MVU. For our experiments we
used the library for semi-deﬁnite programming called CSDP1 and
the MVU implementation provided by Kilian Q. Weinberger.2
2.8. Further embedding techniques
We will compare the results obtained within this discrimina-
tive framework to a few standard embedding techniques. More
precisely, we will display the results of linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) [6] as a classical linear discriminative projection
technology, t-distributed SNE (t-SNE) as an extension of SNE
which constitutes one of the most promising unsupervised
projection techniques available today.
LDA constitutes a supervised projection and classiﬁcation
technique. Given data points and corresponding labeling, it
determines a global linear map such that the distances within
classes of projected points are minimized whereas the distances
between classes of projected points are maximized. This objective
can be formalized in such a way that an explicit analytical
solution is obtained by means of eigenvalue techniques. It can be
shown that the maximum dimension of the projection has to be
limited to C1, C being the number of classes, to give meaningful
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NN Errors on MVU projections
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Fig. 3. NN Errors in the three tip star data set for different methods and parameters. A ‘‘ þ ’’ appended to the name of the method indicates incorporation of local LiRaM
LVQ distances with rank M matrices.
3 John A. Lee, private communication, 2009.
K. Bunte et al. / Neurocomputing 73 (2010) 1074–10921080results. Hence, this method can only be applied for data sets with
three or more classes. Further, the method is restricted to linear
maps and it relies on the assumption that classes can be
represented by unimodal clusters, which can lead to severe
limitations in practical applications.
t-SNE constitutes an extension of SNE which achieved very
promising visualization for a couple of benchmarks [38]. Unlike
SNE, it uses a Student-t distribution in the projection space such
that less emphasis is put on distant points. Further, it optimizes
a slightly different cost criterion which leads to better results
and an improved numerical robustness of the algorithm. The
basic mapping principle of SNE and t-SNE, however, remains
the same.3. Experiments
3.1. Three tip star
This artiﬁcial dataset consists of 3000 samples in R10 with two
overlapping classes (C1 and C2), each forming three clusters as
displayed in Fig. 1. The ﬁrst two dimensions contain the
information whereas the remaining eight dimensions contribute
high variance noise. Following the advise ‘‘always try principal
component analysis (PCA) ﬁrst’’3 we achieve a leave-one-out
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K. Bunte et al. / Neurocomputing 73 (2010) 1074–1092 1081nearest neighbor (NN) error of 29% in the data set mapped to two
dimensions (the result is shown in Fig. 2 left panel).
The NN error on the two-dimensional projections of all
methods with either Euclidean or supervised adapted distance
are shown in Fig. 3. In the ﬁgure, a ‘‘ þ ’’ appended to the name of
a method indicates the use of the learned distance, in addition the
reduced target dimension in matrix learning M is given. Localized
LiRaM LVQ was trained for t¼ 500 epochs, with three prototypes
per class and local matrices of target dimensionM¼ 2. Each of the
prototypes was initialized close to one of the cluster centers.
Initial elements of Oj were generated randomly according to a
uniform distribution in ½1;1 with subsequent normalization of
the matrix. The learning rate for prototype vectors follows the
schedule a1ðtÞ ¼ 0:01=ð1þðt1Þ0:001Þ. Metric learning starts at





LiRaM LVQ (Run 8)
prototypes







Fig. 4. Example embeddings of the three tip star data set for different methods. A ‘‘ þ ’
distances with rank M matrices.XOM was trained for tmax ¼ 50000 iterations with a learning
rate schedule eðtÞ ¼ e1ðexpðlogðe1=e2Þ=tmaxÞ  tÞ for the image
vectors n with e1 ¼ 0:9 and e2 ¼ 0:05. The cooperativity function
is chosen as Gaussian and like the learning rate eðtÞ the
variance s is changed by an appropriate annealing scheme
sðtÞ ¼ s1ðexpðlogðs1=s2Þ=tmaxÞt. The parameter s1 is set to round
the maximum distance in the data space: 1500 and s2 is chosen as
values between the interval ½10;100. The sampling vectors are
initialized randomly in ﬁve independent runs.
We repeat localized LiRaM LVQ with 10 independent random
initializations. The resulting mean classiﬁcation error in the three
tip star data set is 9.7%. An example projection of the data
according to Eq. (4) is displayed in Fig. 4 in the upper left panel.
Note that the aim of the LiRaM LVQ algorithm is not to preserve





charting (Run 8, α=0.1)
XOM+ (σ2=10, Run 4, Init. 8)
Local Isomap+ (Run 7, K=35)
LLE+ (Run 8, K=5)
SNE+ (Perplexity 55, Run 8)
Local MVU+ (k=5, Run 8)
’ appended to the name of the method indicates incorporation of local LiRaM LVQ
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K. Bunte et al. / Neurocomputing 73 (2010) 1074–10921082classes efﬁciently. Consequently, clusters four and six, for
instance, may be merged in the projection, as they carry the
same class label. Nevertheless, the relative orientation of all six
clusters persists in the low-dimensional representation. The
visualization shown in Fig. 4 (top right panel) displays the
combination of the LiRaM LVQ projections with a charting step.
Here, the parameter a for sj in Eq. (7) is set to 0.1. This value was
found to give the best performance in a cross validation scheme
for k¼ 3 nearest prototypes. Note that the quality of the
projection is not affected by rotations or reﬂections,
consequently the actual positions and orientations of clusters
can vary.
Fig. 3 displays the NN errors and standard deviations of local
LiRaM LVQ as observed over 10 random initializations. From top
to bottom the following methods are compared:1. The NN errors in LiRaM LVQ projections based on Eq. (4). In

































Fig. 6. Example embeddings of the Winwhich are well separated in the original space can be projected
onto overlapping areas in low dimension when local projection
matrices Oj are employed naively. Frequently, however, a
discriminative visualization is found, as an example the
outcome of run 8 is shown in Fig. 4 (upper left panel).2. The NN errors of the LiRaM LVQ projections followed by
charting with different choices of the responsibilities, cf. sj
Eq. (7). The x-axis corresponds to the factor a which
determines sj from the mean distance of the k nearest
prototypes. Graphs are shown for several values of k, and bars
mark the standard deviations observed over the 10 runs. For
large a and k the overlap of the local charts increases, yielding
larger NN error in the ﬁnal embedding. Small values of a; k lead
to better projection results, an example is shown in Fig. 4
(upper right panel).3. The NN errors of the XOM projections with different values of
the parameter s2. The parameter s1 ¼ 1500 is ﬁxed to a value
close to the maximum Euclidean distance observed on the00 1900 2200 2500 2800
ta samples







ds depending on the number of samples to embed.
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K. Bunte et al. / Neurocomputing 73 (2010) 1074–1092 1083data. The actual value of s2 appears to inﬂuence the result only
mildly. The incorporation of the trained local distances
improves the performance signiﬁcantly. Example projections
are shown in Fig. 4 (second row) using Euclidean distances
(left panel) and for adaptive distance measure (right panel).
The former, unsupervised version cannot handle this difﬁcult
data set satisfactorily, while supervised adaptation of the
metric preserves the basic structure of the cluster data set.4. The NN error of the Isomap projection with different numbers
k of nearest neighbors taken into account. Also here the
incorporation of the learned local distance reduces the NN
error on the two-dimensional embedding signiﬁcantly. The
parameter k has to be large enough to ensure that a sufﬁcient
number of points is connected in the neighborhood graph.
Otherwise several subgraphs emerge which are not connected
and lead to many missing points in the ﬁnal embedding.
Appropriate example embeddings are shown in Fig. 4 in the
third row, corresponding to Euclidean distance in the left panel
and adaptive metrics in the right panel. In the former, purely
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. 7. NN Errors in the Wine data set for different methods and parameters. A ‘‘ þ ’’ app
ances with rank M matrices.the classes are mixed. When the adaptive distance measure is
used, the cluster structure is essentially lost, but the two
classes remain separated.5. The NN errors of the LLE embedding for various numbers k of
nearest neighbors considered. LLE displays very limited
performance in this data set, hardly any structure is preserved.
Even the incorporation of the learned distance measure does
not lead to signiﬁcant improvement, in general. Only for very
small values of k the NN error decreases in comparison with
the usage of the Euclidean distance. LLE tends to collapse large
portions of data onto a single point when the target dimension
is too low. Hence, even a small NN error may not indicate a
good and interpretable visualization. The best embeddings are
shown in Fig. 4 in the forth row.6. The NN errors of SNE and t-SNE are slightly better than the
other unsupervised methods. Both methods preserve the main
cluster structure, but not the class memberships.
Like already observed with Isomapþ also with the supervised
version SNE (SNEþ ) the cluster structure is essentially lost, but
the two classes are separated as much as possible and a6 7 8 9 10
VQ projections
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
st prototype
charting projections
























ended to the name of the method indicates incorporation of local LiRaM LVQ
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charting+ (Run 7, α=0.5)
XOM (Run 8) XOM+ (Run 5, Initialization 1)
Isomap (k=26) Isomap+ (Run 1, k=16)
LLE (k=6) LLE+ (Run 1, k=6)
SNE (Perplexity 4) SNE+ (M=2, Perplexity 20, Run 4)
MVU (k=9) MVU+ (M=2, k=15, Run 8)
Fig. 8. Example embeddings of the Wine data set for different methods. A ‘‘ þ ’’  sign appended to the name of the method indicates incorporation of local LiRaM LVQ
distances with rank M matrices.
K. Bunte et al. / Neurocomputing 73 (2010) 1074–10921084remarkable increase in the NN error of the embedded data is
observed. Example embeddings are shown in Fig. 4 (ﬁfth row)
and for t-SNE in Fig. 2 right panel.7. The NN errors of MVU are comparable to the SNE and t-SNE
results. Like them the main cluster structure is visible, but not
the class memberships. In the supervised variant MVUþ the
cluster structure is essentially lost as observed with Isomapþ
and SNEþ too, but the two classes are separated relatively
well. This leads to a remarkable decrease in the NN error of the
embedded data points. The best embeddings are shown in
Fig. 4 at the bottom row.4 Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad CPU Q6600 @2.40GHz, 2.98GB of RAM.Note that, due to the presence of only two classes, standard
linear discriminance analysis (LDA) would yield a projection to
one dimension only. We have also applied kernel PCA with
Gaussian kernel and different values of s. We have obtained only
poor NN errors on the embedded data with a best value of
about 41%.As expected, purely unsupervised methods preserve hardly
any class structure in the obtained projections. For several
methods, however, the performance with respect to discrimina-
tive low-dimensional representation can be improved dramati-
cally by taking into account label information in the local distance
measures.
Fig. 5 shows the computation times vs. the number of points to
be embedded of different dimension reduction techniques on the
three tip star data set. We only measure the time necessary to
embed the data after learning the local metrics with LiRaM LVQ.
The algorithms were performed on the same Windows XP 32bit
version machine4 using Matlab R2008b. The LiRaM LVQ algorithm
was applied using six prototypes and 100 epochs. The other
parameters were chosen as mentioned above. The charting
technique uses the six local linear projections provided by the
LVQ approach with responsibilities computed by Eq. (6). XOM is
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K. Bunte et al. / Neurocomputing 73 (2010) 1074–1092 1085trained for 1500 steps and above mentioned parameters, LLE uses
k¼ 35, Isomap k¼ 35 and MVU k¼ 3 nearest neighbors. SNE was
performed with a perplexity of 30. The LVQ based approach,
charting and XOM show a linear relationship between the number
of points and the necessary computation time, whereas the other
methods show quadratic or even worse complexity.3.2. Wine data set
The wine data from [47] available at [48] contains 178 samples
in 13 dimensions divided in three classes. As proposed in [49] we
ﬁrst transformed the data to have zero mean and unit variance
features. Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [50] approx-
imate the intrinsic dimension to 4. We set the reduced target
dimension to two. Unsupervised PCA achieves a leave-one-out
Nearest Neighbor (NN) error of 28% in the mapped data set. In
comparison, supervised Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [6]
leads to a relatively small NN error of 1%. Fig. 6 shows the two-
dimensional representations of the data set obtained by PCA and
LDA, respectively.
Localized LiRaM LVQ was trained for t¼ 300 epochs, with one
prototype per class. Each prototype was initialized close to class
centers, elements of the matrices Oj were drawn with uniform
density from the interval ½1;1 with subsequent normalization.
The learning rate for prototype updates follows the schedule
a1ðtÞ ¼ 0:1=ð1þðt1Þ0:01Þ; metric learning starts at epoch t¼ 30
with the learning rate a2ðtÞ ¼ 0:01=ð1þðt50Þ0:001Þ. We run the
localized LiRaM LVQ 10 times with random initializations and
with rank M¼ 2 and 4 of the relevance matrices, respectively. In
all runs we observe 100% correct classiﬁcation for this data set.
The resulting matrices are used to embed the data into the
two-dimensional space. In order to compare the different
approaches we compute the NN errors in the projected data
under various parameter settings, results are shown in Fig. 7. The
incorporation of trained distances in some unsupervised methods
are indicated by a ‘‘ þ ’’ appended to the name, together with the
maximum rank M. In the direct LVQ-based mapping, Eq. (4), two
prototypes project into the same area in some of the runs, but
most runs result in a clear separation of the three classes. The
charting technique is combined with the three local projections
obtained from the localized LiRaM LVQ (M¼ 2) and computed
with various parameters a used to ﬁx the responsibilities (see Eq.
(6)). A reasonable overlap of the local projections is required: If a
is chosen too small the NN error displays large variations in the
runs and the classes overlap. For this data set a value of a¼ 0:4 is
sufﬁciently large to yield discriminative visualizations.PCA
C1 C2 C3 C
Fig. 9. Example embeddings of the SegmXOM was trained like with the previous data set for
tmax ¼ 50000 iterations with the same learning rate schedule for
e and s. The parameter s1 is set to 2 and s2 to 0.15. The sampling
vectors are initialized randomly in 10 independent runs. The
results of XOM and XOM in combination with adaptive local
distances are analogous to those for the Three Tip Star data. The
improvement due to the incorporation of label information
through the distance measure is even more signiﬁcant, the
method yields very small NN errors in the Wine data set.
The k-Isomap with Euclidean distance performs worse on this
data set with an NN error of about 30%. With the incorporation of
the learned distance measure and a sufﬁciently large neighbor-
hood value k all mappings separate the classes very well. For
smaller values of k the neighborhood graph is not connected. In
the worst case the procedure yields three unconnected subgraphs,
where only samples are connected which belong to the same
prototype. When all samples are connected the approach is very
robust and shows no variation with respect to the LVQ run.
The performance of LLE depends strongly on the number k of
nearest neighbors taken into account. For large k the advantage of
using a supervised learned distance measure essentially vanishes.
The variations between different runs are particularly pronounce
for rank M¼ 2 and no signiﬁcance improvement over the purely
unsupervised LLE is achieved. However, for small k (e.g. k¼ 5;6;7)
and with rank M¼ 4 very low NN errors are obtained.
The SNE and t-SNE show already in the unsupervised versions
good results as shown in Fig. 7. The NN error is not that much
dependent on the chosen perplexity, only slight changes can be
observed. With the incorporation of the learned distance measure
the visualizations can be improved further and the dependence on
the perplexity is even less.
The unsupervised MVU showed a strong dependence on the
parameter k, the number of neighbors taken into account. With a
sufﬁcient big k the algorithm show already good results when it is
used in an unsupervised way. The incorporation of the class
labels, however, shows only a weak dependence on the parameter
k and in most of the results the classes are perfectly separated. For
visual comparison we pick the best mappings of each method and
display them in Fig. 8.3.3. Segmentation
The segmentation data set (available at the UCI repository
[48]) consists of 19 features which have been constructed from
randomly drawn regions of 3 3 pixels in a set of seven manually
segmented outdoor images. Every sample is assigned to one ofLDA
4 C5 C6 C7
entation data set for PCA and LDA.
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K. Bunte et al. / Neurocomputing 73 (2010) 1074–10921086seven classes: brickface, sky, foliage, cement, window, path and
grass (referred to as C1; . . . ;C7). The set consists of 210 training
points with 30 instances per class and the test set comprises 300
instances per class, resulting in 2310 samples in total. We did not
use the features (3,4,5) as they display zero variance over the data
set. We do not preprocess or normalize the data because Isomap,
LLE, and SNE displayed better performance on original data. For
t-SNE different magnitudes of features may constitute a problem,
which we observed by a very high NN error in comparison with
the other methods, and we would expect it to perform better on,
e.g. z-transformed data. An ML estimation yields an intrinsic
dimension of about 3, so we use rank limits of MAf2;3g for the
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Fig. 10. NN errors on the segmentation data set for different methods and parameters. A
LVQ distances with rank M matrices.Localized LiRaM LVQ was trained for t¼ 500 epochs, with one
prototype per class. Each prototype was initialized close to class
center, and elements of the matrices Oj are drawn randomly from
½1;1 according to a uniform density with subsequent normal-
ization of the matrices. The learning rate for prototypes follows the
schedule a1ðtÞ ¼ 0:01=ð1þðt1Þ0:001Þ. Metric adaptation starts at
epoch t¼ 50 with learning rates a2ðtÞ ¼ 0:001= ð1þðt50Þ0:0001Þ.
We run localized LiRaM LVQ 10 times with random initialization and
with a rank limit of M¼ 2 and 3, respectively. ForM¼ 2 we achieve
amean classiﬁcation error of about 8% in all runs andwithM¼ 3 the
mean classiﬁcation error is 7%.
LDA yields a classiﬁcation error of approx. 20% for a projection
into two dimensions while unsupervised PCA displays a NN error6 7 8 9 10
un
aM LVQ projections
































‘‘ þ ’’ appended to the name of the method indicates incorporation of local LiRaM
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K. Bunte et al. / Neurocomputing 73 (2010) 1074–1092 1087of 31% (Fig. 9). The obtained NN errors are shown in Fig. 10 and
some example visualizations are given in Fig. 11.
The quality of direct LiRaM LVQ projections vary from run to run.
One favorable projection is shown in Fig. 11 in the ﬁrst row on the
left side. The classes C2 and C6 are well separated with large
distances from the other classes. Also, most samples of C4 and C1 are
clustered properly, while class C3 is spread and overlaps with class
C7. This outcome is not too surprising, since C3 and C7 correspond to
foliage and grass, respectively, two classes that may be expected to





LiRaM LVQ (Run 9)
prototypes





Fig. 11. Example embeddings of the segmentation data set for different methods. A ‘‘ þ
distances with rank M matrices. The inset in the upper right panel magniﬁes the regioIn the combination with a charting step results are rather
robust with respect to the parameter settings (a; k). Here, the best
result is achieved with a¼ 0:1 and k¼ 1 (Fig. 11, top right panel).
Again, three classes are well separated from the others. The
remaining four classes are projected into a relatively small area.
As can be seen in the inset, three of these classes are very close:
window, brickface, and cement. Again, similar properties in
feature space can be expected for these classes.
XOM was trained for tmax ¼ 50000 iterations with the same
learning rate schedule for e and s like for the other data sets. Wecharting+ (k=1, α=0.1, Run 9)
XOM+ (M=2, σ2= 5, Run 5, Init. 1)
Isomap+ (M=3, Run 8, k=63)
LLE+ (M=2, Run 9, k=27)
SNE+ (M=3, Perplexity 35, Run 6)
C4 C5 C6 C7
’’ appended to the name of the method indicates incorporation of local LiRaM LVQ
n to which four of the classes are mapped.
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K. Bunte et al. / Neurocomputing 73 (2010) 1074–10921088set the parameters to e1 ¼ 0:9, e2 ¼ 0:05 and s1 to nearly the
maximum distance in the data space: 1500 and s2 is chosen as
values between the interval ½5;70. The sampling vectors are
initialized randomly in ﬁve independent runs. In the application
of XOM we observe once more a clear improvement when
incorporating the adaptive local metrics obtained in LiRaM LVQ.
Example projections are shown in Fig. 11 (second row).
For Isomap a minimum value of kZ48 is necessary to obtain
fully connected neighborhood graphs and, hence, embed all
points. The incorporation of adaptive local distances leads to a
clear improvement of the NN error in the mapping.
As expected, a low rank M of the local matrices results in
inferior NN errors if M is smaller than the intrinsic dimension of
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Fig. 12. NN errors on the USPS data set for different methods and parameters. A ‘‘ þ ’’
distances with rank M matrices.k, a fully connected graph can be obtained and all data are
mapped. However, then, closer classes would highly overlap in
the projections and the visualization would not be discriminative.
If, on the other hand, a smaller k is chosen, some of the classes are
absent in the graph and, consequently, in the visualization. As a
consequence of this effect, in Fig. 11 (third row, right panel) class
C2 subgraph is absent.
Like in the previous examples, LLE performs relatively poor. The
NN error can be decreased by using adaptive distances but points
tend to be collapsed in the projection due to the discriminative
nature of the distance measure. Most visualizations with relatively
low NN errors display an almost linear arrangement of all classes, cf.
Fig. 11 (fourth row, left panel). An example visualization after
incorporation of adaptive metrics is shown in the right panel.6 7 8 9 10
un
aM LVQ projections









































LiRaM LVQ (Run 3)
prototypes
charting (Run 6, α=0.1)
XOM (Sigma2=12, Init. 6) XOM+ (σ2=5, Run 6, Init. 4)
Isomap (K=22) Isomap+ (Run 1, K=10)











SNE+ (Perplexity 5, Run 8)
MVU (k=3) LDA
Fig. 13. Example embeddings of the USPS data set for different methods. A ‘‘ þ ’’ appended to the name of the method indicates incorporation of local LiRaM LVQ distances
with rank M matrices.
5 United States Postal Service (US Postal Service).
K. Bunte et al. / Neurocomputing 73 (2010) 1074–1092 1089While the visualization appears to be better, qualitatively, the above
mentioned basic problem of LLE persists.
The last row of Fig. 11 displays the two-dimensional represen-
tations provided by SNE and SNEþ for perplexities in the interval
[30 60]. The unsupervised variant performs already quite well, but
the incorporation of the learned local distances improves it even
further especially for higher perplexities and bigger values for the
limited rank M of the LiRaM LVQ algorithm (see Fig. 10).
Classes C2 (sky) and C7 (grass) are obviously separable by all
applied methods, both unsupervised and supervised. On the other
hand, the discrimination of classes C4 (foliage) and C5 (window)
appears to be difﬁcult, in particular in unsupervised dimension
reduction.
We could not evaluate MVU on this data set, because this
would require the costly incorporation of in minimum k¼ 46
neighbors. It appears, that a part of the data is already well
separated, so that the neighborhood graph is not connected with
smaller values of k. The provided code demands a fully connected
graph, so the number of constraints of the SDP becomes too largeto be solved in reasonable time and needs more memory than
we have.
3.4. USPS digits
The USPS5 dataset consists of images of hand written digits of a
resolution of 16 16 pixel. We normalized the data to have zero
mean and unit variance features and used a test set containing
200 observations per class. Since it is a digit recognition task, we
have the classes A ½0; . . . ;9 resulting in 2000 samples for the
embedding. The NN errors of all compared methods are shown in
Fig. 12.
Localized LiRaM LVQ was trained for t¼ 500 epochs, with
one prototype per class and the same initialization scheme for
the prototypes and matrices, learning rates and learning
schedules like explained in Section 3.3. The direct LiRaM LVQ
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Table 1
NN errors (and standard deviation) on the different data sets.
Method Three tip star Wine Segmentation USPS
LiRaM LVQ 0.06 (0.0) 0.00 (0.0) 0.07 (0.0) 0.01 (0.0)
charting 0.14 (0.1) 0.01 (0.0) 0.13 (0.0) 0.06 (0.0)
XOM 0.49 (0.0) 0.04 (0.0) 0.25 (0.0) 0.64 (0.0)
XOMþðM¼ 2Þ 0.25 (0.0) 0.00 (0.0) 0.11 (0.0) 0.02 (0.0)
XOMþðM¼ 3Þ – – 0.11 (0.0) –
Isomap 0.36 (0.0) 0.25 (0.0) 0.23 (0.0) 0.53 (0.0)
IsomapþðM¼ 2Þ 0.20 (0.1) 0.00 (0.0) 0.18 (0.1) 0.01 (0.0)
IsomapþðM¼ 3Þ – – 0.13 (0.1) –
LLE 0.47 (0.0) 0.28 (0.0) 0.36 (0.0) 0.57 (0.0)
LLEþðM¼ 2Þ 0.34 (0.1) 0.18 (0.2) 0.25 (0.1) 0.11 (0.1)
LLEþðM¼ 3Þ – 0.03 (0.0) 0.19 (0.0) –
SNE 0.45 (0.0) 0.03 (0.0) 0.11 (0.0) 0.34 (0.0)
SNEþðM¼ 2Þ 0.14 (0.1) 0.00 (0.0) 0.10 (0.0) 0.01 (0.0)
SNEþðM¼ 3Þ – – 0.09 (0.0) –
t-SNE 0.41 (0.0) 0.04 (0.0) 0.85 (0.0) 0.08 (0.0)
MVU 0.40 (0.0) 0.04 (0.0) – 0.56 (0.0)
MVUþðM¼ 2Þ 0.16 (0.1) 0.00 (0.0) – –
LDA – 0.01 (0.0) 0.20 (0.0) 0.35 (0.0)
K. Bunte et al. / Neurocomputing 73 (2010) 1074–10921090projections separate the classes nearly perfectly and one
favorable projection is shown in Fig. 13 in the ﬁrst row on the
left side. In the combination with a charting step the best result
is achieved with a¼ 0:1 and k¼ 2 (Fig. 13, top right panel). Four
classes appear to be squeezed together, but the overlap is still
small if zoomed.
XOM was trained in the same way like mentioned in Section
3.3 with s2 chosen as values between the interval [0.01,2]. The
incorporation of the adaptive local metrics obtained in LiRaM LVQ
once more improve the results of the XOM dramatically. Example
projections are shown in Fig. 13 (second row).
For Isomap the incorporation of adaptive local distances improves
the NN error in the mapping. Like mentioned with the other data sets
some data points appear to be too separated from the others if the
local distances are used, so the mapping may miss them with a small
neighborhood parameter k. Like in the previous examples, LLE
performs relatively poor, but can be enhanced by using the local
dissimilarities given by LiRaM LVQ (Fig. 13, fourth row).
SNE performs relatively well, but t-SNE showed a remarkable
better NN error on this data set. Still the class structure is hardly
recognizable on the unsupervised mapping, while it becomes clear if
the local distances are incorporated (Fig. 13, ﬁfth row, right panel).
The supervised SNEþ results in 10 nicely recognizable clusters.
The last row of Fig. 13 displays the two-dimensional
representations provided by MVU and LDA. MVU does not
perform very well on this data set and LDA yields a classiﬁcation
error of 35% for a projection into two dimensions. We could not
apply MVU with incorporation of the local distances provided by
LiRaM LVQ, because the classes are separated so well in this case
that a huge value of nearest Neighbors k would be necessary to
get a connected graph.4. Conclusions
We have introduced the concept of discriminative non-
linear data visualization based on local matrix learning.Unlike unsupervised visualization schemes, the resulting techni-
ques focus on the directions which are locally of particular
relevance for an underlying classiﬁcation task such that the
information which is important for this additional label informa-
tion is preserved by the visualization as much as possible. Inter-
estingly, local matrix learning gives rise to auxiliary information
which can be integrated into visualization techniques in different
form: as local discriminative coordinates of the data points for
charting techniques and similar methods, as global metric infor-
mation for XOM, SNE, MDS, and the like, or as local neighbor-
hood information for LLE, Isomap, MVU and similar schemes.
We have introduced these different paradigms and we exemplary
presented the behavior of these schemes for six concrete visual-
ization techniques, namely charting, LLE, Isomap, XOM, SNE and
MVU. An extension to further methods such as t-SNE, diffusion
maps, etc. could be done along the same lines.
Interestingly, the resulting methods have quite different com-
plexity: while charting uses the fact that information is compressed
in the prototypes resulting in an only linear scheme depending on
the number of data, LLE, SNE, and Isomap end up with quadratic or
even cubic complexity. Further, charting techniques and similar
provide the only methods in this collection which yield an explicit
embedding map rather than an embedding of the given points only.
The behavior of the resulting discriminative visualization techniques
has been investigated in one artiﬁcial and three real life data sets.
The best results for all methods and data sets are summarized in
Table 1. According to the different objectives optimized by the
visualization techniques, the results are quite diverse and no single
method which is optimum for every case can be identiﬁed. In
general, discriminative visualization as introduced in this paper
improves all the corresponding unsupervised methods and also
alternative state-of-the-art schemes such as t-SNE. Further, the
techniques presented in this paper are superior to discriminative
LDA which is restricted to linear embedding. It seems that charting
offers a good choice in many cases, in particular since it is a method
with only linear effort which provides an explicit embedding map.
Interestingly, a direct projection of the data by means of the
local linear maps of LiRaM LVQ displays good results in many
cases, although an appropriate coordination of these maps cannot
be guaranteed in this technique. It seems promising to investigate
the possibility to introduce the objective of valid coordination of
the local projections directly into the LiRaM LVQ learning scheme.
This issue as well an exhaustive comparison of more extensions of
unsupervised methods (such as t-SNE) to incorporate discrimi-
native information are the subject of ongoing work.Acknowledgment
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